Three experiments were conducted to study relative contributions of speaking rate, temporal envelope, and temporal fine structure to clear speech perception. Experiment I used uniform time scaling to match the speaking rate between clear and conversational speech. Experiment II decreased the speaking rate in conversational speech without processing artifacts by increasing silent gaps between phonetic segments. Experiment III created "auditory chimeras" by mixing the temporal envelope of clear speech with the fine structure of conversational speech, and vice versa. Speech intelligibility in normal-hearing listeners was measured over a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios to derive speech reception thresholds ͑SRT͒. The results showed that processing artifacts in uniform time scaling, particularly time compression, reduced speech intelligibility. Inserting gaps in conversational speech improved the SRT by 1.3 dB, but this improvement might be a result of increased short-term signal-to-noise ratios during level normalization. Data from auditory chimeras indicated that the temporal envelope cue contributed more to the clear speech advantage at high signal-to-noise ratios, whereas the temporal fine structure cue contributed more at low signal-to-noise ratios. Taken together, these results suggest that acoustic cues for the clear speech advantage are multiple and distributed.
I. INTRODUCTION
When speech communication becomes difficult, a talker may adopt a different style of speech, "clear speech." This style differs from the everyday speech style, herein referred to as "conversational speech." Previous studies have demonstrated a significant intelligibility advantage for clear speech over conversational speech in both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners across a wide range of listening conditions including quiet, noisy, and reverberant backgrounds ͑Chen, 1980; Picheny et al., 1985; Payton et al., 1994; Gagne et al., 1995; Schum, 1996; Uchanski et al., 1996; Helfer, 1997; Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002; Gagne et al., 2002; Krause and Braida, 2002; Bradlow et al., 2003; . Several acoustic differences have been identified between clear and conversational speech, including slower speaking rate, greater temporal modulation, enhanced fundamental frequency variation, expanded vowel space, and higher energy distribution at high frequencies for clear speech ͑Picheny et al., 1986; Payton et al., 1994; Uchanski et al., 1996; Krause and Braida, 2002; . However, the exact acoustic cues that are responsible for the clear speech advantage remain largely elusive. The present study focuses on the role of temporal information in clear speech perception.
Three temporal properties, including speaking rate, temporal envelope, and temporal fine structure, are examined.
Speaking rate is determined by both word and pause durations and is one of the most extensively studied temporal characteristics in speech perception. As early as the 1950s, Fairbanks and colleagues used magnetic tape recorders with different playback speeds to perform uniform time compression and expansion of speech sounds ͑Fairbanks et al., 1954͒. Depending on the original speaking rate and the talker's gender, normal-hearing listeners could generally tolerate time-compressed and expanded speech for ratios up to two ͑Fairbanks et al., 1957; Beasley et al., 1972͒ . However, elderly listeners and persons with certain central auditory processing disorders were found to have a particular difficulty in perceiving the time-compressed speech ͑Kurdziel et al., 1976; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1995; Using an explicit pitch-tracking method, coupled with manipulations of the input and output sampling rates, more recent digital time-scaling algorithms could uniformly time compress and expand speech without changing voice pitch ͑Malah, 1979͒. Picheny et al. ͑1989͒ used Malah's algorithm to increase the clear speech rate to match the naturally produced conversational speech rate and to decrease the conversational speech rate to match the naturally produced clear speech rate. They found that uniform time scaling degraded speech intelligibility for both sped-up clear speech and slowed-down conversational speech, suggesting that digital artifacts contaminated the results.
Uchanski et al. ͑1996͒ used nonuniform time scaling to alter phonetic segment lengths to reflect previously measured segmental durational differences between clear and conversational speech. The nonuniform time-scaling method still produced lower intelligibility than unprocessed speech, but the degree of degradation was much less than uniform time scaling. Krause and Braida ͑2002; 2004͒ employed "natural" clear speech, training talkers to produce clear speech with the same speaking rate as conversational speech. The talkers were able to produce "fast" clear speech that had the same speaking rate as conversational speech. Perceptual results still showed significantly higher intelligibility for "fast" clear speech than same-rate conversational speech, but there was a global trend of decreasing intelligibility with increasing speaking rate for both clear and conversational speech.
Following this line of research, we employed two different techniques to further probe the role of speaking rate in clear speech perception. Experiment I employed newer signal-processing algorithms, which introduced fewer digital artifacts than algorithms in the 1980s, to uniformly timescaled speech ͑Moulines and Laroche, 1995; Kawahara et al., 1999͒ . These newer time-scaling algorithms typically utilized sophisticated pitch extraction algorithms ͑e.g., pitch synchronous overlap add method or PSOLA͒ and avoided producing tonal noise in voiceless fricatives and degrading transitional portions in stop consonants. Experiment I is consistent with a recent trend in which classic speech studies are replicated using new digital signal-processing technology ͑Liu and Kewley-Port, 2004; Assmann and Katz, 2005͒. Experiment II decreased speaking rate by inserting silent gaps between phonemes in the conversational speech. This experiment was partially motivated by recent studies which showed a high correlation between temporal processing and speech perception in special populations, including elderly listeners, cochlear-implant users, and persons with auditory neuropathy ͑Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1997; Fu, 2002; Zeng et al., 2005a͒ . Inserting gaps between speech segments increased amplitude modulation and provided an extended time window, allowing the listener to process speech more efficiently. The present study differs from Uchanski's nonuniform time-scaling study in the following three ways. First, we did not attempt to match phoneme durations between clear and conversation speech. Instead, we inserted silent gaps proportionally in conversational speech so that the gap-inserted conversational speech had the same overall duration as the clear speech but was free of digital processing artifacts. Second, different from the 10% change in the overall duration in the Uchanski et al. ͑1996͒ study, we increased the average sentence duration ͑1.31 seconds͒ in the original conversational speech by 50% to match the average sentence duration ͑1.97 seconds͒ found in clear speech ͑Liu et al., 2004͒. Finally, we used different speech materials ͑BKB sentences͒ than the nonsense sentences used in the Uchanski et al. study. In addition to speaking rate, other temporal properties play a significant role in clear speech perception. Rosen ͑1992͒ divided temporal information into three categories according to the rate of wave fluctuations: envelope ͑2-50 Hz͒, periodicity ͑50-500 Hz͒, and fine structure ͑500-10 000 Hz͒. The temporal envelope cue from a limited number of spectral channels has been shown to be sufficient for speech recognition in quiet ͑Dudley, 1939; Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985; Van Tasell et al., 1987; Drullman, 1995; Shannon et al., 1995͒ , but periodicity and fine structure are critical for speech recognition in noise, particularly when the noise is a competing voice ͑Nelson et al., 2003; Qin and Oxenham, 2003; Stickney et al., 2004; Kong et al., 2005; Nie et al., 2005; Zeng et al., 2005b͒ . It is possible that all three temporal cues are enhanced in clear speech ͑Bradlow et al., 2003; Krause and Braida, 2004;  however, no study has directly assessed the relative contributions of these temporal cues to clear speech perception.
Experiment III used a novel processing scheme called "auditory chimera" to examine the relative contributions of temporal envelope and fine structure cues to clear speech perception ͑Smith et al., 2002͒. The "chimera" scheme is reminiscent of previous cue-trading studies in the segmental domain, in which conflicting burst release and formant transition cues were combined in a single synthetic stimulus to examine their relative contribution to stop consonant recognition ͑Walley and Carrell, 1983; Dorman and Loizou, 1996͒. To synthesize a chimaeric sound, Smith et al. first divided two broadband signals into several sub-bands, then used the Hilbert transform to extract the temporal envelope and fine structure in each sub-band, and finally mixed one signal's temporal envelope with another signal's fine structure. Smith et al. tested the intelligibility of chimerized speech and found that the temporal envelope, rather than the temporal fine structure, made the most contributions to speech intelligibility. However, Smith et al. did not test speech recognition in noise, nor did they use any clear speech materials.
In summary, the present study conducted three experiments to evaluate the relative contributions of speaking rate, temporal envelope, and temporal fine structure to the clear speech advantage. Experiment I measured speech intelligibility as a function of signal-to-noise ratios using processed conversational speech that was uniformly stretched to match the duration of the clear speech, or by using processed clear speech that was uniformly compressed to match the duration of the conversational speech. Experiment II measured speech intelligibility using only processed conversational speech that was nonuniformly stretched by proportionally increasing silent gaps between phonetic segments to match the duration of the clear speech. Experiment III measured "chimerized" speech intelligibility using processed speech that contained either the clear speech envelope with conversational speech fine structure or the conversational speech envelope with clear speech fine structure. If a chimera containing the clear speech envelope produces the highest intelligibility, we would conclude that the envelope characteristics of clear speech are responsible for the clear speech advantage. If, in contrast, a chimera containing the clear speech fine structure cues is more intelligible, we would then reach a different conclusion that the fine structure characteristics of clear speech are responsible for the clear speech advantage.
II. EXPERIMENT I. UNIFORMLY TIME-SCALED SPEECH
A. Methods
Subjects
Ten normal-hearing listeners were recruited from the Undergraduate Social Science Subject Pool at the University of California, Irvine. Local Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for the experimental protocol. Informed consent was also obtained for each individual subject. None of the subjects reported any speech or hearing impairment. All subjects were native English speakers and received course credit for their participation. Five of the ten subjects were tested with original and processed fast clear speech, while the other five subjects were tested with original and processed slow conversational speech.
Stimuli
The original stimuli consisted of 144 sentences recorded in both clear and conversational speech styles. The sentences were modified from the original Bamford-Kowal-Bench ͑BKB͒ sentences used for British children ͑Bench and Bamford, 1979͒. A male adult talker recorded these sentences with a sampling rate of 16 KHz in a sound-treated room at the Phonetics Laboratory of the Department of Linguistics at Northwestern University ͑Bradlow et al., 2003͒.
COOL EDIT PRO 2 ͑currently known as ADOBE AUDITION͒ was used to uniformly stretch or compress the original speech signal to change the speaking rate without changing the pitch. The processing algorithm was based on the pitchsynchronous overlap and add method ͑PSOLA͒ ͑Moulines and Laroche, 1995͒. First, the input waveform was decomposed into a stream of short-time signals based on pitchsynchronous marks. Second, the pitch-synchronous shorttime signal was either eliminated or duplicated based on the predefined stretch factor. Third, the modified short-time signal was added to synthesize the stretched and compressed stimulus. The original pitch was preserved during processing and the duration of each voiced or silent segment in the speech was uniformly changed. Different from the earlier methods that changed sampling rate to perform time scaling ͑Malah, 1979͒, the newer algorithms used large units ͑i.e., pitch periods͒ to perform time scaling, reversed segments to avoid tonal noise in fricative consonants, and preserved the transitional properties in stop consonants. Presumably, these manipulations introduced minimal digital artifacts.
The speaking rate of clear speech was increased to match the speaking rate of conversational speech, and the speaking rate of conversational speech was decreased to match the rate of clear speech for each individual sentence. On average, the speaking rate was increased by 33% for the sped-up clear speech or decreased by 50% for the sloweddown conversational speech ͑the average duration for conversational speech was 1.31 s compared with 1.97 s for clear speech͒. Figure 1 shows spectrograms of the original clear speech ͑top left panel͒, the original conversational speech ͑top right͒, the processed slow conversational speech ͑left panel on the second row͒, and the processed fast clear speech ͑right panel on the second row͒. Note that the overall duration at the sentence level was matched, but the duration at the phonemic level was clearly not matched. Additionally, note the smeared harmonic structure and formant transitions in both types of processed speech.
All sentences were normalized to have the same overall root-mean-square ͑rms͒ level. The speech presentation level was fixed at 65 dBA. The noise level was varied to produce different signal-to-noise ratios. The speech signal was digitally mixed with a speech-spectrum-shaped noise to produce signal-to-noise ratios ranging from −15 to + 10 dB.
Procedure
Normal-hearing subjects listened to the stimuli monaurally presented via Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones in an IAC double-walled, sound-treated booth. Sentences were presented only once for each subject over the course of the entire experiment. All subjects went through a practice session consisting of five sentences in quiet to become familiar with the test materials and procedures. To collect data, subjects were asked to type the sentences presented through the headphones. A MATLAB program recorded the subject's response and reminded the subject to double-check the spelling before accepting each answer. Speech recognition scores were automatically calculated by counting the number of correct keywords identified.
Experiment I had a total of 28 listening conditions, including the original and processed stimuli ͑2͒ ϫ 2 speech styles ϫ7 signal-to-noise ratios from −15 to 10 dB in 5-dB steps and in quiet. Each condition had eight sentences containing three to four keywords each. The average percentcorrect score from eight sentences was reported. In addition, the speech reception threshold ͑SRT͒ corresponding to the 50% correct score and the dynamic range ͑DR͒ corresponding to the dB difference between the signal-to-noise ratios producing 10% and 90% of the asymptotic performance was derived from the psychometric function ͑Zeng and Galvin, 1999; A mixed-design ANOVA was performed with speech style as a between-subjects factor and processing and signalto-noise ratio as within-subjects factors. The processing factor examined the difference in performance between the original clear speech and the processed fast clear speech, as well as between the original conversational speech and processed slow conversational speech. A difference was significant at the 0.05 level.
B. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows percent-correct scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratio obtained from the original clear ͑open circles with the solid line͒, original conversational ͑filled circles with the dotted line͒, uniformly time-scaled slow conversational ͑filled triangles with the dashed line͒, and uniformly time-scaled fast clear ͑open triangles with the dotdashed line͒ speech. Table I shows three fitting parameters and two derived parameters for the perceptual data from experiment I. Several observations can be made from these data.
First, the original clear speech produced significantly better performance than the original conversational speech ͓F͑1,8͒ = 15.0, p Ͻ 0.05͔. The SRT was −8.8 dB for clear speech and −6.7 dB for conversational speech. Second, the processed slow conversational speech produced marginally better performance than the processed fast clear speech ͓F͑1,8͒ = 4.9, p = 0.06͔. The SRT was −5.9 dB for slow conversational speech and −4.0 dB for fast clear speech. Better performance with slow conversational speech suggests that either lowering speaking rate improved speech performance or time compression produced more processing artifacts than time expansion. We shall consider the latter in Sec. V. Third, the original clear speech produced significantly better performance than fast clear speech ͓F͑1,4͒ = 28.4, ͑p Ͻ 0.05͔͒, but the original conversational speech produced similar performance to slow conversational speech ͓F͑1,4͒ = 2.1, p Ͼ 0.05͒. No significant interactions were found. This result further implicates possibly more processing artifacts with time compression than time expansion. Finally, the fact that none of the processed speech produced better performance than the original speech suggests that digital processing artifacts are still a confounding factor in these newer signalprocessing algorithms.
III. EXPERIMENT II. NONUNIFORMLY STRETCHED SPEECH
Subjects
Fifteen subjects were recruited to participate in this experiment using the same human subject protocol as experiment I. A within-subjects design was implemented, in which all subjects listened to the original clear, the original conversational, and the silent-gap-inserted conversational speech.
Stimuli
The same BKB sentences were used in this experiment as in the previous experiment. For the silent-gap-inserted conversational speech, the speaking rate was nonuniformly decreased by proportionally increasing silent gaps between phonetic segments in the conversational speech. To avoid the possibility that the silent interval between a vowel and a voiced stop consonant was inadvertently increased ͑Picheny et al., 1986͒, silent gaps shorter than 10 ms were kept intact. No phonetic segments in the original conversational speech were altered; only the duration of the silent gap between these segments was proportionally increased by a predeter-FIG. 1. Spectrograms for the sentence "The children dropped the bag" in seven stimulus conditions: clear speech ͑upper left͒, conversational speech ͑upper right͒, uniformly stretched conversational speech ͑sec-ond row, left͒, uniformly compressed clear speech ͑second row, right͒, gapinserted conversational speech ͑third row͒, chimera containing conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine structure ͑bottom left͒, and chimera containing clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure ͑bottom right͒. mined ratio to match the overall duration of the stretched conversational speech to that of the original clear speech. Finally, different from the 5-ms linear ramp used in the Uchanski et al. study, no additional ramping was used in the present study.
The left panel on the third row in Fig. 1 shows the spectrogram of the nonuniformly stretched conversational speech. Note that the gap-inserted conversational speech had the same duration as the original clear speech, but contained no apparent processing artifacts, such as smeared harmonic structure and formant transitions.
Each sentence was normalized to have the same overall root-mean-square ͑rms͒ level. Because increasing the silent intervals did not add any energy, the overall rms level in the processed speech had to be increased by an average of 1.8 dB to match the original speech overall rms level. The effect of this rms level normalization on speech intelligibility will be examined in Sec. V.
Procedure
The same protocol as experiment I was used in experiment II. Experiment II had a total of 15 listening conditions, including three stimulus types ͑original clear stimuli, original conversational stimuli, and the gap-inserted stimuli͒ presented at five signal-to-noise ratios ͑−15 to + 5 dB in 5-dB steps͒. Each condition used eight sentences for each subject in the test. Different sentences were presented in each condition with the sentence presentation order being randomized. A within-subjects ANOVA was performed to examine the main effect of speech style and signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 3 shows percent-correct scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratio obtained from the original clear speech ͑open circles with the solid line͒, the original conversational speech ͑filled circles with the dotted line͒, and the gapinserted conversational speech ͑filled triangles with the dashed line͒. A within-subjects ANOVA shows a significant main effect for both speech style ͓F͑2,28͒ = 12.6, p Ͻ 0.05͔ and signal-to-noise ratio ͓F͑4,56͒ = 795.8, p Ͻ 0.05͔. The interaction between speech style and signal-to-noise ratio was significant ͓F͑8 , 112͒ = 2.4, p Ͻ 0.05͔. The percent-correct scores at −5 dB SNR were 81.0%, 71.6%, and 62.0% for the original clear, gap-inserted conversational, and original conversational speech, respectively. The corresponding SRT values were −8.7, −7.5, and −6.2 dB ͑Table I͒. The result from experiment II appears to suggest that speaking rate accounts for roughly 50% of the clear speech advantage. We shall return to this point in Sec. V.
B. Results and discussion

IV. EXPERIMENT III. CHIMERIC SPEECH
A. Methods
Subjects
Forty subjects were recruited to participate in experiment III using the same human subject protocol as in experiments I and II. The subjects were equally divided into four groups with each group being tested with the original clear speech, the original conversational speech, the clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine-structure chimera, and the conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine-structure chimera, respectively.
Stimuli
The same BKB sentences were used in this experiment, which chimerized clear and conversational speech to create two types of new stimuli that contained either the clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure, or the conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine structure ͑Smith et al., 2002͒. To create these stimuli, both the clear and conversational speech stimuli were spectrally divided into 16 logarithmically spaced filters spanning a frequency range of 80 to 8000 Hz ͑Greenwood, 1990͒. The number of bandlimited filters was chosen to avoid cochlear filtering with a low number of filters and filter ringing with a high number of filters ͑Zeng et al., 2004͒. The bandpassed signal was then decomposed into its envelope and fine structure via the Hilbert transform. The bandlimited conversational speech envelope was nonuniformly stretched to align each segment in the original conversational speech to that in the original clear speech. The nonuniformly stretched conversational envelope was then used to amplitude modulate the clear speech fine structure. Similarly, nonuniform compression was used to match the clear speech envelope to the original conversational fine structure. Finally, the chimerized bandlimited signals were summed to form the chimerized speech.
The bottom-left panel in Fig. 1 shows the conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine structure chimera ͑"conគ env+ clearគ fs"͒, and the bottom-right panel shows the clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure chimera ͑"clearគ env+ conគ fs"͒. Because the temporal envelope was adjusted to match the duration between clear and conversational speech, the temporal fine structure determines both the overall sentence duration and individual phoneme duration in the chimera. For example, the "conគ env + clearគ fs" chimera ͑bottom left͒ has the same relative and overall durations as the original clear speech. Note also the slight spectral smearing in the chimerized speech. If, at a given SNR, the chimera containing the clear speech envelope produces the highest intelligibility, we would conclude that the envelope characteristics of clear speech underlie the superior intelligibility of clear speech. If, in contrast, the chimera containing the clear speech fine structure cues is more intelligible, we would reach a different conclusion that the fine structure characteristics of clear speech are responsible for its superior intelligibility.
Procedure
The experimental protocol used in experiments I and II was also used in experiment III. Experiment III had a total of 24 conditions, including 2 original speech stimuli and two chimeras ͑4 types of stimuli͒ ϫ5 signal-to-noise ratios from −15 to 10 dB in 5-dB steps and in quiet ͑6 signal-to-noise ratios͒. Each condition used eight sentences for each subject in the test. A mixed ANOVA design was performed with stimulus type being the between-subjects factor and signalto-noise ratio being the within-subjects factor. Figure 4 shows percent-correct scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for the original clear speech ͑open circles with the solid line͒, the original conversational speech ͑filled circles with the dotted line͒, the clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure chimera ͑"clearគ env+ conគ fs," open triangles with the dashed line͒, and the conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine structure chimera ͑"conគ env+ clearគ fs," filled triangles with the dot-dashed line͒. Table I shows fitted and derived parameters from the psychometric functions ͑experiment III͒. Both   FIG. 3 . Percent-correct scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratios for the original clear ͑open circles͒, gap-inserted conversational ͑filled triangles͒, and original conversational ͑filled circles͒ speech. Lines represent best-fit sigmoidal psychometric functions for clear speech ͑solid line͒, conversational speech ͑dotted line͒, and gap-inserted conversational speech ͑dashed line͒ .   FIG. 4 . Percen-correct scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratios for the original clear ͑open circles͒, original conversational ͑filled circles͒, chimera of clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure ͑open triangles͒, and chimera of clear speech fine structure and conversational speech envelope ͑filled triangles͒. Lines represent the best-fit sigmoidal psychometric function for clear speech ͑solid line͒, conversational speech ͑dot-ted line͒, chimera of clear speech envelope and conversational speech fine structure ͑dashed line͒, and chimera of clear speech fine structure and conversational speech envelope ͑dotted dashed line͒. stimulus type ͓F͑3,36͒ = 17.8, p Ͻ 0.05͔ and signal-to-noise ratio ͓F͑5 , 180͒ = 916.3, p Ͻ 0.05͔ were significant factors. The interaction between these two factors was also significant ͓F͑15, 102͒ = 8.9, p Ͻ 0.05͔. Several observations can be made from the obtained data.
B. Results and discussion
First, the original clear speech produced significantly better performance than all the other three stimuli, including the original conversational speech ͑a posthoc Bonferroni test, p Ͻ 0.05͒. The SRT value was −8.7 dB for the original clear speech, as opposed to −5.3, −4.3, and −5.0 dB for the original conversational speech, the clearគ env+ conគ fs, and the conគ env+ clearគ fs chimera, respectively. The generally poorer performance with "auditory chimera" suggests the presence of processing artifacts.
Second, the significant interaction between stimulus type and signal-to-noise ratio occurred between the chimerized speech stimuli. At low SNRs ͑−10 and −5 dB͒, the conគ env+ clearគ fs chimera produced an approximately 10-percentage-point better performance than the clearគ env + conគ fs chimera, implying a significant role of the fine structure cue in clear speech. At high SNRs ͑e.g., 0 dB͒, the reverse was true with the clearគ env+ conគ fs chimera producing 6-percentage-point better performance than the conគ env+ clearគ fs chimera, implying a significant role of the envelope cue in clear speech. Although confounded by processing artifacts, results from experiment III supported the hypothesis that the temporal envelope is critical for speech recognition in quiet and the temporal fine structure is critical for speech recognition in noise. Table I summarizes three fitting parameters and two derived parameters for the perceptual data from experiments I, II, and III ͓see Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒ in . First, the original clear speech always produced the same or higher asymptotic performance ͑S͒, lower speech reception thresholds ͑SRT͒, and a steeper slope than the original conversational speech. The only exception was for experiment I, in which the conversational speech produced a steeper slope. Second, the SRT value was essentially identical for the original clear speech ͑−8.8, −8.7, and −8.7 dB͒ but varied greatly for the conversational speech ͑−6.7, −6.2, and −5.3 dB͒ in the present three experiments, which used the same materials and the same procedure but different subjects. For comparison, these SRT values were closely matched to the −8.5-and −6.3-dB SRT values found in the Liu et al. ͑2004͒ study, which used the same materials and the same procedure and an additional independent group of normal-hearing subjects. These SRT values suggest that acoustic cues in clear speech are less susceptible to individual variability than conversational speech.
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
A. Summary and comparison
We can also use the intelligibility difference in percentage points, which is equal to the product of the slope and the SRT difference between the conditions to quantify the clear speech and signal-processing effects. Except for the gapinserted conversational speech producing 13-percentagepoint higher intelligibility than the original conversation speech, all processed speech stimuli produced lower intelligibility than the original speech. The original clear speech produced intelligibility 29 percentage points higher than the uniformly stretched conversational speech, while the original conversational speech produced intelligibility 35 percentage points higher than the uniformly compressed clear speech. Similarly, Picheny et al. ͑1989͒ found a 30-percentage-point difference between the original and compressed clear speech and a 13-percentage-point difference between the original and the expanded conversational speech. These results suggest the presence of digital signal-processing artifacts as a confounding factor in the evaluation of the role of speaking rate in clear speech perception.
B. Signal-processing artifacts
To identify the source of processing artifacts, reversibility was tested in experiment I ͑Picheny et al., 1989͒. We used the same COOL EDIT program to first compress the clear speech and then stretch the processed stimulus back to its original duration. The recovered clear speech had apparent audible processing artifacts and significantly lower intelligibility than the original clear speech. On the other hand, the recovered conversational speech, which underwent the expansion process first and the compression process second, had no audible artifacts and essentially the same intelligibility as the original conversational speech. The reversibility test revealed that the processing algorithm introduced more processing artifacts during compression than during expansion, and additionally that compression followed by expansion is irreversible while expansion followed by compression is reversible. Close examination of the "fast clear speech" spectrogram ͑right panel on the second row in Fig. 1͒ already shows a less accurate representation of formant transitions compared with the original clear speech. A processing artifact in time compression is a result of deleting segments that introduce discontinuities in fast changes, such as frequency transitions. Therefore, the compressed clear speech produced worse performance than the original clear speech, while the stretched conversational speech produced similar performance to the original conversational speech.
The chimerized speech may have introduced different types of processing artifacts than the uniformly time-scaled speech. The chimera method first extracted the bandlimited temporal envelope and fine structure from two sentences of different durations. The envelope had to be compressed ͑in clear speech͒ or stretched ͑in conversational speech͒ to match the duration of the fine structure, which remained intact. There were at least three sources of processing artifacts. The first artifact stemmed from alterations in modulation frequencies, which were introduced by digital resampling in temporal envelopes. The second artifact was introduced by the segment mismatch between one sentence's temporal envelope and another sentence's fine structure. The third artifact was due to the bandpass filtering in the analysissynthesis process, which was generally irreversible. Clearly, these processing artifacts degraded performance and confounded the interpretation of the present results.
C. Speaking rate
While both uniform time scaling and chimerizing introduced processing artifacts, inserting silent gaps to decrease the conversational speech rate did not introduce any artifacts. At first glance, the results from experiment II seem to indicate that longer pauses between speech segments improved the perception of conversational speech by 1.3 dB in terms of the SRT measure. However, one may question whether this improvement is truly a result of the decreased speaking rate in the processed conversational speech.
Recall from Sec. II A 2 in experiment I that the average overall duration was 1.31 s for conversational speech and 1.97 s for clear speech, indicating that, on average, 0.66 s of silent gaps had to be inserted in the conversational speech to match the duration of the clear speech. As described in Sec. II A, a normalization procedure was employed to equalize the overall rms for all processed and original sentences. This normalization procedure increased the overall rms level by 1.8 dB for the gap-inserted conversational speech. Because the inserted silent gaps did not contribute to the overall rms level, the short-term rms level had to be increased proportionally by 1.8 dB for all phonetic segments. If we assume that the listener used a short-term window ͑tens to hundreds of milliseconds͒, instead of a 1-or 2-s window, to calculate the sentence-level rms level, then the effective short-term signal-to-noise ratio would be 1.8 dB higher than suggested by the overall rms level. Therefore, it is possible that the observed 1.3-dB improvement in SRT was a result of the rms level normalization employed at the sentence level. If this short-term rms level hypothesis holds true, then inserting silent gaps in conversational speech would not necessarily improve intelligibility.
Because longer silent gaps or pauses were consistently observed in clear speech, the above examination on the role of the short-term rms level brings about an important question: to what extent is the so-called clear speech advantage a result of the increased short-term signal-to-noise ratio? To answer this question, we removed all pauses in the original clear and original conversational speech and calculated their rms levels. For male talker materials used in the present study, we found that the pause-removed clear speech had a 0.2 dB higher overall rms level than the pause-removed conversational speech. Clearly, this 0.2-dB difference cannot account for the observed 3-dB clear speech advantage, suggesting that acoustic cues other than speaking rate contribute significantly to the clear speech advantage.
D. Temporal envelope and fine structure
Previous studies have emphasized the importance of the temporal envelope in speech recognition ͑Van Tasell et al., 1987; Rosen, 1992; Drullman et al., 1994; Shannon et al., 1995͒ , but recent results have suggested a complementary role of the temporal fine structure in speech recognition in noise ͑Nie et al., 2005; Zeng et al., 2005b͒ . Although auditory chimera introduced digital processing artifacts ͑Smith et al., 2002; Zeng et al., 2004͒ , results from experiment III suggest that this idea can be extended and applied to clear speech perception. At high signal-to-noise ratios, the chimera with the clear speech envelope and the conversational speech fine structure produced higher intelligibility than the chimera with conversational speech envelope and clear speech fine structure. On the other hand, the reverse was true at low signal-to-noise ratios. As far as clear speech perception is concerned, the present result suggests that the temporal envelope and fine structure contribute complementarily to the clear speech advantage. The temporal envelope contributes to the clear speech advantage in quiet, while the temporal fine structure contributes to the clear speech advantage in noise.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The present study used three methods to evaluate temporal properties in clear speech perception. The three methods included ͑1͒ uniform time scaling to increase the clear speech rate or decrease the conversational speech rate; ͑2͒ nonuniform time scaling to decrease the conversational speech rate by increasing pauses between phonetic segments in conversational speech; and ͑3͒ "auditory chimera" with clear speech temporal envelope and conversational speech fine-structure or vice versa ͑Smith et al., 2002͒. Based on acoustic analysis and perceptual data, we reached the following conclusions:
͑1͒ Consistent with previous studies, the present study found a consistent clear speech advantage corresponding to a 2 -3-dB difference in the speech reception threshold between clear and conversational speech. ͑2͒ While both uniform time compression and stretching introduced processing artifacts, time compression was found to be more detrimental than time stretching in terms of processing reversibility and the degree of performance degradation. ͑3͒ Increasing silent gaps in conversational speech decreased the speaking rate without introducing any processing artifacts. Perceptual results showed a 1.3-dB advantage in SRT for the gap-inserted conversational speech, accounting for roughly half of the overall clear speech advantage. Acoustic analysis indicated that this improvement in SRT might be a result of an increased short-term signal-to-noise ratio due to the rms level normalization at the sentence level. ͑4͒ Although auditory chimera introduced digital processing artifacts, perceptual results from the chimerized clear and conversational speech suggested a complementary role of temporal envelope and fine structure in speech perception: the temporal envelope contributes more to the clear speech advantage at high signal-to-noise ratios, while the temporal fine structure contributes more at low signal-to-noise ratios.
